Take a picture and WIN!
On June 23, 2018 Banco di Caribe will have its spectacular car show “Banco di Caribe Car Madness”.
Come and check out brand new models, receive great deals and take an affordable loan right on the spot.
But hold on….The madness doesn’t stop there. Take your picture at our Banco di Caribe Car Madness
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photo booth and you will have a chance to win a Banco di Caribe MultiCard with USD 50,- credit.
How to participate:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take a mad picture at the BdC Photobooth with friends, family or by yourself
Fill in the Photobooth participation form
Visit the Facebook page of Banco di Caribe from June 28, 2018 and like & share your picture
2
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The 3 pictures in the album of the FB page of Banco di Caribe with the most likes on July 9,
2018 at 15:00 will be the Lucky winners.

The 3 winners will be featured on the Banco di Caribe Facebook page.
If you are one of the lucky winners you should claim your prize no later than July 16, 2018 at
4323676 or send an e-mail to marketing@bancodicaribe.com.

(+5999)

Terms & Conditions BdC Money machine for Car shows
The BdC Money machine gives the participant the opportunity to win a prize up to ANG. 100,- such as
free carwash tickets, free gasoline coupons, coupons for glass tint (rear windows), car alarm etc. The
procedure to participate in the BdC money machine is as follow:
 The participant applies for a car loan during the car show and gets ‘pre-approval’ on the spot.
 The pre-approval will give access to the BdC money machine.
 After reading the terms and conditions and agreeing on them by signing, the participant gets 10
seconds to collect as many car related prizes as possible; Each prize will be worth ANG. 100, From the number of prizes collected, the client can choose one prize valued at ANG.100,-.
 The participant will fill in a form to confirm the prize he/she selected from the BdC money
machine.
 Finally, the client will only receive the prize after the car loan has been booked.
Pre-approval on the spot
To receive pre-approval on the spot for a car loan, the participant must bring the following:
 Valid ID
 Last two salary slips
 Statements of the last two months ( If you are not with BdC)
 Employer declaration ( Not older than two weeks)
 Car order from the dealer
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Banco di Caribe, ENNIA and NIB employees are excluded from this prize.
Every Picture will have one representative. This will be the person that has filled in the BdC participation form.
3
Only 1 ‘like’ per person allowed.
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Rules to participate
Every participant who gets the chance to participate in the BdC money machine must comply with the
participation rules. These are as follow:


The participant can enter the BdC money machine only with the permission of the assigned
Banco di Caribe employee.



Participants must be in good physical condition. Persons with back, neck, knee or joint injury,
heart problems, respiratory problems or who may be pregnant should not participate. If you are
currently under medical care, please consult your physician before participating. Safety glasses
are required for all participants to wear when in the BdC money machine. Persons that participate
in the program and enter the money machine do this at their own risk and liability.



Before entering the BdC money machine, the participant must have empty hands and empty
pockets if wearing trouser/jeans at all times when in the machine.



When the participant is ready and has entered the machine, the door of the BdC money machine
will be closed and the assigned BdC employee will start the experience.



While inside the money machine, participants must stand in the center of the machine and face
forward. The bills should be caught in the air only.



Participants must not trap the bills against roof, walls or body and they cannot bend at the waist
or knee to pick up bills from the floor.



Both hands can be used only when trying to grab the prizes. It is not allowed to put any collected
prize in the pocket of their trouser/jeans or any other part of the body. All collected prizes must
remain in the hands of the participant.



The participant is allowed to pick/collect as many prizes as possible.



When finishing, the participant must give all collected prizes to the assigned employee.



The participant can only choose one prize up to ANG. 100, - from all collected items.



If the customer is not able to participate, then the customer can assign a representative to
participate in his/her place. The customer wins even if a representative participates.



Participant must grant us the right to take his/her picture in order to use this in future promotions.

In order to receive the prize after the car loan has been booked, the participant must fill in a form, where
the chosen prize will be confirmed by both the participant and the assigned BdC employee.

